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THE CITY

Medellín has gone through an incredible urban and social transformation over the past 

fifteen years. It  was considered one of the most violent cities in the world, but is now a 

reference regarding inclusion and social innovation processes. Any analysis of Medellín, 

however, should be carried out with caution, since its transformation process is in its be-

ginnings and is defined by a social context of great inequality.

Medellín, which is Colombia’s second most important city, has 3.5 mill ion inhabitants in 

its metropolitan area. It  is located in a valley, with the Medellín River running though its 

middle, and is surrounded by mountains. Its geography includes a vast number of ravines, 

which run down from 2,200 meters above sea level at the uppermost parts of the moun-

tains, located along both sides of the river, to 1,400 meters at the bottom of the valley. 

Starting in 1950, when 350,000 people inhabited the city, it  experienced explosive pop-

ulation growth that originated in the migration of rural populations displaced by violence. 

These newcomers occupied two hillsides in the northern part of the valley in which the 

city is located (fig. 1).

Fig. 1: View of the neighborhoods located along the slopes of Medellín’s Comuna Nororiental, 

which has been greatly impacted by problems of segregation and violence.
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THE REACTION TO VIOLENCE

During the nineteen-eighties and -nineties, drug trafficking came to dominate part of 

the city, and this made its social segregation more visible. Drug cartels dominated the 

younger generation of inhabitants who lived in the city ’s northern neighborhoods, pop-

ularly called the “Comunas.” In 1991, Medellín experienced unimaginable levels of vio-

lence, and was declared the most violent city in the world, with 381 murders per 100,000 

inhabitants every year, the majority of whom were young. The dramatic events of those 

years provoked some of the harshest and most beautiful testimonies, l ike Victor Gaviria’s 

movies, Rodrigo D: No Futuro  (Rodrigo D: No Future) and La Vendedora de Rosas (The 

Rose Seller),  and the book No Nacimos pa’ Semilla  ( l iterally, We Weren’t Born for Seeds, 

translated as We Were not Born for Life, and Born to Die in Medellín) by Alonso Salazar. 

These testimonies allowed many of us to understand the real city, its spaces, its geogra-

phy, its rituals and tragedies, as well as the values of its other reality. Moreover, the televi-

sion program Arriba mi Barrio  (Up with my Neighborhood), which for the first time showed 

and sensitized the life, territory, culture, and the inhabitants of the Comunas, became the 

voice of the “other” (fig. 2).

In parallel, during the nineteen-nineties, civil society organizations, the private sector, and ac-

ademia were exploring possible solutions for these conditions. Moreover, the national gov-

ernment created a program called Consejería para Medellín (Counsel for Medellín), which 

existed from 1990 until 1997 and produced the first real space for dialogue and collaborative 

thinking, as well as the first consensus-building processes in the city. The program supported 

the development of concrete actions, and these became the basis for future transformation 

models for the Comunas. Initiatives such as El Programa de Mejoramiento Integral de Barrios 

(PRIMED; Program for the Holistic Improvement of Neigh-

borhoods), which had support from the German govern-

ment, were the foundations for the strategy developed ten 

years later, known as Urbanismo Social (Social Urbanism).

At the end of the nineteen-nineties and during the first 

years of the new millennium, we began to see processes 

and projects that used architecture and urbanism as in-

struments for social change and inclusion, though not yet 

as holistic public policies. Instead, these were usually lim-

ited to individual efforts aimed at renovating public spaces 

in excluded areas of the city. The two most representative 

examples were the Parque de los Pies Descalzos (1999) 

and the Parque de los Deseos (2002). Both were promot-

ed by Empresas Públicas de Medellín, the city’s utilities 

provider, which is managed as a private-sector company 

and today generates over $500 million in revenue for the 

city through its investment programs. These parks highlight 

good design as an essential value in public projects.

Fig. 2: Cover of the 1990 

book No Nacimos pa’ 

Semilla by Alonso Salazar, 

who would be elected 

mayor of Medellín in 2008.
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In this context, it  is important to note that between 1995 and 2003, the Colombian capital 

Bogotá was part of an exceptional urban and cultural transformation process. Mayors 

Antanas Mockus and Enrique Peñalosa led three successive city governments that func-

tioned as beacons of l ight in Colombian politics, particularly since this was stil l  a time of 

extreme violence. They hired high-quality people to work with them. Mockus left a leg-

acy of cultural and social programs and actions that were carried out innovatively and 

creatively, and that helped regain the people’s trust in the city. Peñalosa’s government 

realized unprecedented urban transformations that prioritized inclusion and the creation 

of public space. These excellent local administrations in Bogotá created a challenge for 

other cities in the country. Bogotá’s example and the learning process it went through 

were fundamental for what was soon to take place in Medellín as well.

At about the same time, in 2002, Alvaro Uribe star ted his term as president of Colom-

bia .  He put forward a strategy that he named Seguridad Democrátic a (Democratic Se-

curity) for dealing more f irmly with the guerri l la insurgency and with urban problems. 

Accordingly,  the presence of the army and national police was strengthened in rural 

areas,  where guerri l la groups were active,  and also in cit ies l ike Medell ín,  where armed 

c artels were very strong. In 2003, the national government als o signed a treaty to de-

mobil ize the pro-government paramil itary Autodefens as,  which was later formalized in 

the Justice and Peace Law. The f irst handing-in of arms took place in Medell ín,  where 

init ial ly 800 paramil itary troops handed in their  weapons. Eventually,  more than 4,000 

such troops participated in the process and entered into a ver y complex process of 

assimilation into society.  All  in al l ,  Medell ín entered into a transit ion process that was 

crucial  for its future evolution.

THE ACADEMY

In the nineteen-nineties, both the Universidad Nacional and the Universidad Pontificia 

Bolivariana (U P B ) decided to focus a number of their research programs and project 

workshops on the neighborhoods located along the slopes of the Comunas in northern 

Medellín. Most of the city ’s social and urban problems were concentrated in this area , 

which was not yet sufficiently studied. It  became a laboratory for social innovation and 

learning. Most of Medellín’s informal settlements are located along its slopes, which are 

cut by ravines that extend from the upper part of the mountains to the river in the north. 

Forty percent of the city ’s population lives in this segregated and isolated territory, which 

is characterized by problems of great inequality and exclusion. The biggest challenge 

faced by these academic programs was the integration of these territories with the more 

formal city through urban projects that addressed the challenging economic and social 

realities mentioned above.

In 2001, I  was involved with a group of professors and young professionals in creating the 

Taller de Proyectos del Norte (Workshop for Projects in the Northern Part of the City) at 

the UPB, with the purpose of developing real,  concrete proposals for the neighborhoods 
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facing problems of violence and exclusion. Through this workshop, a multidisciplinary 

research and consulting group began to propose a number of small-scale urban solu-

tions as a systemic and viral strategy for transforming the urban fabric in these neighbor-

hoods. The workshop worked directly with the communities, and focused on developing 

maps and documenting the everyday itineraries of the inhabitants. The resulting routes 

and sequences became the system for articulating programs and projects. In 2003, the 

then-candidate for mayor of Medellín, the mathematician Sergio Fajardo, invited us to 

collaborate on the development of his plan for the city. After winning the mayoral elec-

tions, Fajardo invited our team to lead the Urban Development Institute of Medellín (EDU), 

an established institution that works as an agency for designing and executing strategic 

urban projects. I  was named director of EDU when Fajardo took office in January 2004.

Through EDU, we led the development of the new Social Urbanism strategy, and as part 

of this strategy we created the concept of PUIs (Holistic Urban Projects). PUIs are an op-

erative instrument in which the technicians in charge of physical transformations design 

holistic processes that simultaneously develop the conception and execution of infra-

structure projects, on the one hand, and governmental programs in neighborhoods with 

inequity and exclusion problems on the other. It  is an integrated transformation process 

focused on concrete, on-the-ground actions (fig. 3).

ALEJANDRO ECHEVERRI

Fig. 3: The Nor Oriental PUI (Holistic Urban Project) comprised a combination of transportation 

infrastructure and public spaces, as well as cultural and educational buildings.
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THE POLITICS

The social  forces that had arisen while the city suffered from the violence of the nine-

teen-eighties and -nineties now had the opportunity to put into practice propos als that 

supported a more equitable city.  In 1999, the civic movement Compromis o Ciudadano 

(Citizen’s Commitment) was established under the leadership of Sergio Fajardo and 

the journalist  and writer Alonso Salazar;  they were joined by s cholars,  f igures from the 

private sector,  and social  organizations.  Compromiso is not a polit ic al  par ty;  it  is  a civic 

movement with a presence in Medell ín and Antioquia ,  the province in which Medell ín is 

loc ated. It  promotes and supports polit ic al  c andidates committed to c arr ying out pol-

it ic s differently.  Fajardo had run for mayor that year,  but ended up in s econd place, as 

he was competing against the city ’s traditional polit ic al  par ties and power groups. He 

ran again,  however,  and won in 2003, receiving the highest number of votes that any 

c andidate had ever received in the city ’s histor y and taking up his post as Medell ín’s 

mayor in January 2004. The high level  of support enjoyed by Fajardo was a reaction to 

the many years of deceptive practices on the par t of traditional leaders and the public’s 

lack of trust in them.

This political development was very important in fostering the process of urban transfor-

mation that Medellín is undergoing. It  was then that the narrative for which Medellín has 

become known in recent years began. From 2004 to 2007, Fajardo led a process in which 

experts and leaders from diverse ideologies and backgrounds united around the shared 

objective of achieving structural change in the city and recovering trust in the public sec-

tor through inclusive policies. Many of the actors and institutions that shared the same 

social sensibilities and ethical standards, and that had been searching independently 

for different solutions to the city ’s challenges, joined forces and worked closely with the 

public sector.

Alonso Salazar, who led the creation of the civic movement Compromiso Ciudadano to-

gether with Fajardo, gave continuity to many of the programs initiated by Fajardo when 

he followed in his footsteps as mayor from 2008 until  2011. Salazar is the author of two 

books that are essential to understanding Medellín: the above-mentioned No Nacimos 

pa’ Semilla  (1990), which chronicles the culture of gangs in the city, and La Parábola de 

Pablo (The Parable of Pablo, 2001), which chronicles the life of Pablo Escobar, leader 

of Medellín’s main drug cartel at the time. Salazar was a central figure in the Consejería 

para Medellín program as well as the director and interviewer of the testimonial television 

program Arriba mi Barrio,  both mentioned above. One of the main attributes shared by 

Salazar, Fajardo, and other principal figures in these two periods of civic administration 

was the ability to build bridges and collaborative spaces for opposing actors in a city with 

dramatic contrasts.

The inclusion policies and programs of these two administrations were founded on a 

simple yet essential principle that flowed directly out of the ability of its main actors to 

approach and communicate with the city ’s reality, to give answers to citizens in excluded 

sectors of the city. Accordingly, this was also the essence of the various architectural and 
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urban projects carried out by the two administrations, in which new urban spaces were 

conceived to foster the processes of inclusion and peaceful coexistence, and to improve 

the quality of everyday life in the city ’s neighborhoods.

Many of the processes we stil l  see today have their origins in those crucial eight years. 

Medellín became a l iving laboratory and center for innovation through educational,  cul-

tural,  and social programs that focused on its northern neighborhoods, where structural 

inequity and violence were most concentrated. Architecture and urbanism were the stra-

tegic tools used to make such social programs visible. Violence and crisis had caused 

many streets to become the territory of i l legal groups. The great challenge was to make 

the city more transparent, to open it ,  to build trust, and to change perceptions of the city 

as a whole. A key part of this process was the transformation of public space in ways that 

would reestablish people’s trust in their city. Social Urbanism was the strategy we used to 

transform and improve some of the poorest parts of the city, where we concentrated si-

multaneously on high-impact social programs offering new services and new, high-qual-

ity buildings, combined with new infrastructure and urban projects that connected the 

neighborhoods with the city ’s urban life. Reflecting on this urban transformation, Fajardo 

used to remark that “ we are changing the skin of the neighborhoods of Medellín”.

SOCIAL URBANISM, 2004–11

The physical transformation that has brought international attention to Medellín is the tan-

gible expression of a profound change that is still fragile, but has had a major impact on 

the city’s inhabitants. This transformation takes an ethical and moral position that directs 

its processes to respond to the excluded social contexts of the city. Designers, architects, 

and urban planners have been required to leave their comfort zones, and have been con-

fronted with processes of cocreation in emerging realities of high complexity. They have 

had to deal with spaces of constant change that require great flexibility, but have also been 

offered an exceptional opportunity to assess and understand dynamic local sensitivities. 

Through this, they have come to deal with design as a constant learning process.

Preconceptions and stigmas present the greatest difficulties when working with his-

torically excluded communities. For those living in such contexts, there is no distinction 

between “formal” and “informal” in relation to home ownership, territory, or subsistence 

economies. This condition is part of their daily l ife. It  is what they know. They have devel-

oped a variety of ingenious solutions as a response to this reality. This situation demand-

ed a quality that architects and technicians rarely have, which is the ability “to watch and 

listen with humility,” and made them develop a more transparent understanding of local 

processes through dialogue and collaboration.

A major challenge facing public policies has been the need to mediate between and cre-

ate spaces of contact for bottom-up dynamics and the top-down processes that char-

acterize official programs. Developing spaces where emerging local realities and formal 
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processes come together has required a great deal of innovation and creativity. This is 

where Social Urbanism, with its transformation of public space, urban itineraries, and ser-

vices in individual neighborhoods, was conceived as a strategic tool.  This tool included 

visible architecture and urban projects of various scales, government programs relating 

to education, culture, and inclusion, and facilitated meetings between official institutions 

and local organizations, as well as collaborative spaces they both could use.

Architects and other experts faced the greatest challenges when working at the borders 

between the consolidated and the emergent city, and in areas of the city with serious prob-

lems of scarcity and violence. The key to intervening in such informal worlds is to learn 

to read people’s daily lives clearly. Informality requires adaptability as well as intuitive and 

common-sense-based processes. The tactic involved restoring dignity to the most com-

mon itineraries of daily life and using them as a chained sequence of actions and programs. 

Urban and architectural projects were implemented as strategic tools that created perme-

able processes and spatial systems. These systems, in turn, allowed for a holistic approach 

to the projects in question and the incorporation of more interdisciplinary work.

The experience with the urban and social transformation of Medellín over recent years 

has not only allowed for experimentation with the disciplines of urbanism, landscaping, 

and architecture, but has also been a way to create practical tools and capabilities for 

handling urban and social processes immersed in the dynamics of the city ’s politics. Al-

though the transformation is stil l  in its early stages, although it has to address the over-

whelming challenges that Medellín faces, and although its continuity is not guaranteed—

particularly in the fragile universe of Colombia’s political context—these eight years 

(2004–11) of civic administration evolved through the efforts of Compromiso Ciudadano 

have offered many lessons and some clear ideas (fig. 4).

LESSONS

 The key to success in collaborative processes between communities and government, 

and between technical teams and local leadership is the ability to build spaces based 

on respect and common language. This includes using an appropriate vocabulary 

shared by both parties. Moreover, trust and communication are essential to convincing 

different stakeholders that they can work together. All  this is of course much easier 

said than done, because the meeting of two such different realities is fraught with mis-

conceptions and skepticism.

 The ability to recognize values and attributes in a neighborhood’s social and physical 

realities must be the starting point for all  processes and projects. This is particularly 

important when working with people who deal with high levels of scarcity. We learn 

more from what already exists—i.e.,  memories, affections, codes, and local forms of 

construction and representation—than from anything else. We have to look for infor-

mation locally and learn how to adapt it .  The city is not a blank piece of paper.

Medellín Redraws its Neighborhoods: Social Urbanism, 2004–11
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 The widespread conception of the urban project as a f inite process in which infra-

structural  transformations are conceived as frozen moments that are developed 

through a r igid,  predetermined work plan,  and in which the project’s material ity is 

separated from social  dynamic s,  is f lawed and untenable.  The city ’s realit ies,  espe-

cial ly those experienced in informally developed neighborhoods, constitute a l iving 

process with multiple layers.  It  is a progressive process that c annot be defined by a 

clear beginning,  middle,  or end, bec ause different elements are constantly being add-

ed or subtracted. Managing this process requires an open mind and flexible spaces 

of collaboration.  This posit ion redefines many concepts and principles regarding the 

classic al  understanding of urbanism and infrastructure systems in which cer tainty is 

a dangerous condition to assume.

 The city ’s transformation process must be based on the idea of addition,  and on a 

process consisting of multiple small-sc ale actions.  In contrast to the conventional 

way of thinking,  which is based on large infrastructure systems or large-sc ale urban 
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Fig. 4: The science and technology park Explora in the New North Zone is an example 

of a new public space for inclusion and meeting.
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projects,  a city c an be transformed and an urban system c an emerge through viral 

progression,  through the possibil ity of replic ation and multipl ic ation that includes 

the repetit ion of small-  and medium-sc ale projects and actions.  The value of small-

sc ale interventions should not be underestimated. Medell ín’s most valuable trans -

formations between 2004 and 2011 originated in the notion of processes c arried 

out on a loc al sc ale.  This principle al lows us to build many more spaces of medi-

ation and collaboration among communities that incorporate loc al values.  It  also 

connects the act of design to open and dynamic processes in which multiple actors 

c an take part .

 T h e  s u s t a i n a b i l i t y  o f 

pro g rams and projects 

i s  t h e  re s u l t  of  b u i l d i n g 

a  p ro c e s s  w i t h  m a n y 

partners. It  depends on 

t h e  c a pac i t y  fo r  wo r k-

i n g  w i t h  m a n y  l o c a l 

ac to rs  a n d  d y n a m i c s 

to  c re ate  p ro j e c ts  a n d 

p ro g ra m s  t h at  m ay  b e 

adapted to different ur-

ba n  s c a l e s ,  a n d  o n  t h e 

ability to use these pro-

grams and to develop a 

p ro c e s s  t h a t  i n c o r p o -

rates constant reinven-

tion.

 The strategy of Social  

U r b a n i s m  r e l i e s  o n 

priorit izing certain ar-

e a s  o f  t h e  c i t y  w i t h 

s o c i a l  a n d  e x c l u s i o n 

p r o b l e m s .  I t  i n v o l v e s 

d e s i g n i n g  a  h o l i s t i c 

p r o c e s s  i n  o r d e r  t o 

a r t i c u l at e  n ew  p u b l i c 

p ro g ra m s  t h at  i n vo l ve 

d i f f e r e n t  i n s t i t u t i o n s 

a n d  t h e  c o m m u n i t y. 

T h e  b e s t  l e s s o n s  o f 

Medellín Redraws its Neighborhoods: Social Urbanism, 2004–11

Fig 5: This bridge in the neighborhood Andalucía crosses 

the Juan Bobo ravine, which was a frontier between the 

armed groups that used to control the territory of Comuna 

Nororiental. Today, it is a meeting point on the way

to a nearby Metrocable station.
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Medell ín come about when this process has the c apacity to harmoniously bring to-

gether changes to physic al  infrastructure with new activit ies,  programs, and social 

works in neighborhoods affected by social  problems and violence. They als o come 

about when community leaders help appropriate the changes and guarantee conti-

nuity and permanence, especial ly for programs and projects designed for that com-

munity (fig. 5).

IDEAS

Starting in 2004, important innovations were carried out in Medellín through its Social 

Urbanism strategy, with one the main tools being the PUIs. I  worked with the municipal 

government until  2008. After that, I  wanted to continue to explore and advance new in-

novations based on what we had implemented. Based on the Medellín experience, I  and 

a group of experts who had worked at the EDU and the people at Universidad EAFIT 

created URBAM, The Center for Urban and Environmental Studies at EAFIT University 

in Medellín in 2010.

URBAM is an agency for urban projects and a research center / think tank that is focused 

on emergent territories that face problems of inequity and exclusion.  We see Medellín’s 

experience as a learning laboratory. One of our objectives has been to understand and 

systematize the Social Urbanism strategy and the methodology of PUIs to address new 

challenges. Now that a number of years have passed, and as we look at what has hap-

pened to some neighborhoods, we are aware of how fragile this process is—not only be-

cause of political change, but also because the technical and methodological knowledge 

previously gained can be easily lost.

It is important to classify and define the principles we consider to be fundamental to the 

process. We think there are seven main ideas that have sustained the Social Urbanism 

strategy in Medellín. These can serve as a reference for other processes with similar 

characteristics, and they can open Medellin’s experience to new questions and challeng-

es. These seven ideas are as follows:

1.   ZO N ES I N ACT I O N

I t  i s  ve r y  i m p o r ta nt  to  i d e nt i f y  a re as  i n  t h e  c i t y  w i t h  e m e rg e nt  p ro c e s s e s  of  c h a n g e 

t h at  h ave  b e e n  exc l u d e d  f ro m  fo r m a l  o p e rat i o n s ,  a n d  t h at  a re  c h a rac te r i ze d  by  m a r-

g i n a l  o r i g i n s ,  a  h i g h  s o u rc e  of  c o n f l i c t  d y n a m i c s ,  a n d  c o m p l ex  i s s u e s .  I t  i s  ve r y  i m -

p o r ta nt  to  p r i o r i t i ze  a n d  c h o o s e  a  te r r i to r y  w i t h  m a ny  p ro b l e m s  a n d  n e e d s  to  b e  t h e 

f i rst  zo n e  i m pac te d  i n  a  p ro c e s s  t h at  i s  c a r r i e d  o u t  i n  p h as e s .  I n  M e d e l l í n’s  c as e,  t h e 

f i rst  c h o s e n  we re  t h e  o n e s  m o st  affe c te d  by  v i o l e n c e,  t h e  m o st  v u l n e ra b l e,  a n d  t h e 

o n e s  t h at  c o u l d  b e c o m e  ro l e  m o d e l s  fo r  t ra n sfo r m at i o n  a n d  i nte g rat i o n  w i t h  t h e  re st 

of  t h e  c i t y.

ALEJANDRO ECHEVERRI
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The precise definition of boundaries for areas of action operates as a framing system. It 

allows a detailed dissection of local needs, the recognition of the actors involved, and the 

identification of niche opportunity spaces. This framing system facilitates the design of 

a dynamic and flexible process that can be molded according to the conditions of devel-

opment or intensity of urban operations. A political confluence of decisions is needed in 

order to develop a precise focus for the convergence of programs and projects.

Detailed knowledge and study of the zone in action is needed, as is a good relationship 

between the government and the communities. It  is very difficult to learn about l ife in a 

neighborhood without establishing a real connection with it .  In Medellín, the way to build 

trust and relationships is by walking the streets of the neighborhoods. Once an area is 

selected, trust is built through mediation and collaboration between all  relevant parties. 

This implies the acceptance of a common language. The relationship between all  par-

ties is one of equals. Community participation produces tangible results and calls for ac-

countability from the government.

The complexity and diversity of different interventions and participation processes, the 

volume and diversity of urban/architectural projects, and the new pubic programs of ac-

tivities and services require that zones and projects be prioritized. These interventions 

require political conviction and determination. When dealing with scarce resources, po-

litical tensions often result in these resources being distributed at the convenience of the 

authorities, making it easy to stray from the original strategy.

2.  T H E C O N F LU E N C E O F H O L I ST I C P ROJ ECTS 

P UIs have provided the most efficient instrument for designing and coordinating com-

plex and holistic operational processes.  They are holistic bec aus e physic al  infrastruc-

ture should not be implemented in isolation from other factors;  rather,  it  should be con-

ceived as part of a whole,  starting with consultations regarding community interests. 

The resulting interventions should build social  c apital ,  cit izens’  trust ,  and communities’ 

self-esteem.

PUIs require that all  public policies be applied in one zone simultaneously and in a coor-

dinated way, making them visible to the community. This strategy combines high-impact 

strategic works with local processes and small-scale interventions, and facilitates the 

integration of government policy programs (top-down policies) with local initiatives (bot-

tom-up initiatives). It  is a precise process that is carried out in phases with visible and 

verifiable objectives.

Complexity, confluence, simultaneity, and multiple scales of intervention are essential to 

the second idea (fig. 6).

Medellín Redraws its Neighborhoods: Social Urbanism, 2004–11
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3.  L I N K I N G ST R AT EG I C P ROJ ECTS

Zones in Action are areas that have traditionally been neglected and that have become 

segregated from other parts of the city. The main priority here is to break visible and in-

visible boundaries while l inking communities with the rest of the city to transform social 

structures through physical projects. This will  trigger tangible processes for real social 

inclusion.

These zones should not be viewed as separate islands. If  we look at them as integral 

parts of the city that have temporary segregation problems, we can make an accurate 

reading of the expanded territory and identify opportunities for locating strategic proj-

ects and forging links. The implementation of the cable transportation system and its 

new stations was essential for defining this territorial strategy.

Two project types that establish such links were implemented in Medellín: 

A – Projects that create new connections

B – Projects that insert new programmatic spaces 

In the first category, we find new, integrated transportation systems and new urban bou-

levards that l ink “frontiers” between neighborhoods. As a result of these systems, neigh-

borhoods that were “lost” and excluded from social and economic development are no 
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Fig. 6: Spain Library Park, a viewpoint park, and the Metrocable station in the Santo Domingo 

neighborhood. All are part of a Holistic Urban Project for Comuna Nororiental.
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longer isolated. The linking of projects provides for capillary actions that connect differ-

ent communities by breaking the territorial boundaries between them.

The second category is most evident in architecture and has considerable impact. The 

most common are parks, l ibraries, museums, and other cultural facilities. These buildings 

bring together in strategic locations a variety of cultural and educational programs as 

well as social services for the community.

4.  TOWA R D S A T R A N S PA R E N T C I T Y

Recognizing the entire city in order to expand its urban, cultural,  and economic dynamics 

has perhaps been the most valuable aspect of Social Urbanism in Medellín. Making the 

segregated and excluded parts of the city a visible item on the agenda of public discus-

sions was an act of bravery that constitutes the first step towards starting a real process 

of inclusion. Bringing attention to previously stigmatized areas has had very positive ef-

fects on the life of the city as a whole. The transformation of Medellín became real once 

its citizens opened up their mental maps to include the whole city, not just fragments 

of it  or the area where they live. This included neighborhoods whose names many had 

forgotten.

Medellín Redraws its Neighborhoods: Social Urbanism, 2004–11

Fig. 7: Escalators in the Independencias neighborhood provide a form of public transportation 

that facilitates access to the homes along its slopes.
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New works of iconic architecture with comprehensive and integral service programs 

are for all  city inhabitants, and new, integrated transportation systems connecting these 

neighborhoods have been very powerful aids to building bridges as well as more func-

tional and real mental maps of the complete city. The buildings were of the highest quality 

and best possible design, and served as symbols that could give an identity to many of 

the neighborhoods.

The new renovated itineraries, activities, and buildings have become the most effective ex-

pression of this transformation. Through these buildings, the communities of these neigh-

borhoods are able to communicate about their conditions, thoughts, and concerns (fig. 7).

5.  Q UA L I T Y/B E AU T Y: S O C I A L I N C LU S I O N

The process of inclusion engendered by quality and beauty is largely subconscious. A 

strong emphasis on quality design and architecture has played a key role in creating a 

high sense of belonging and social recognition as well as changing perceptions of the 

city and its neglected communities.

Quality projects and their programs—regardless of their scale—have helped achieve a 

high degree of sustainability and trigger the social appropriation of public space. Elevat-

ing quality was also pursued in small interventions, as with sidewalk borders, handrails, 

or public staircases. All  new architectural projects and urban transformations in Medellín 

at that time were carried out according to the highest standards. These standards were 

set with the participation of the relevant communities, which ensured that they felt that 

the projects were their own. This in turn helped reduce vandalism, for people tend to take 

care of what they like.

6.  H E A L I N G T H E N E I G H B O R H O O D’S S K I N: 

  P U B L I C S PAC ES I N W H I C H TO M E E T E V E RY DAY 

A deeper, stronger impact has been accomplished by giving people the opportunity to 

meet in public spaces without fear, and by creating everyday spaces for sharing and 

meeting, where communities can recover trust, civil ity, and a sense of safety. This has 

had a more profound impact on people’s l ives than any large-scale infrastructure project. 

An important measure of urban interaction is how much and in what ways people meet 

in the streets.

One of most powerful lessons we learned through Social Urbanism is to value the local. 

It  was a process of recognizing and developing a more humble attitude when formulating 

projects, and of including and valuing the meaning of all  that has evolved over many years 

of collective effort.

The tone of intervention is defined by a careful knowledge of the neighborhood’s urban 

tissue and its local civic processes. Priority is given to developing learning processes for 
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the technical teams that are deployed on site, which includes learning the “sounds of the 

street.” We do not see this strategy as moral or nostalgic, so no RE-operations (renova-

tion, reconstruction, etc.) were performed. Processes and actions were inserted in order 

to stitch existing ones into the city ’s dynamics as well as to stimulate urban healing. The 

tone of the operations is closer to a careful process of adding new pieces to an existing 

setup, rather than of total urban renewal.

It is everyday itineraries that are dignified. Streets, corners, plazas, and wherever people 

spend parts of their daily l ives become areas for intervention (fig. 8).

7.   D ES I G N I N G P RO C ES S ES A N D S PAC ES FO R M E D I AT I O N: 

  L E A D E R S H I P A N D C O L L A B O R AT I O N 

The strategic value of these new urban and architectural projects is that they are un-

derstood as ideas that frame and define zones, and that recognize local social actors 

and agents in order to start a process of dialogue. The process should be dynamic to 

allow for the identification and incorporation of new developments. It  should provide for 

a porous and flexible space, with a well-developed ability to change and adapt. The wide 

range of actors, agents, institutions, and interests involved makes it almost impossible to 

accurately predict its conclusion, and demands a great deal of practical intelligence and 

common sense.

In conflict zones, it  is fundamental to build spaces for mediation in partnership with lo-

cal cultural groups, community leaders, and key actors. This association is required to 

broaden the available leadership base as well as to build a platform for trust. The process 

of designing projects with the communities is thus as important as the projects them-

selves. One of the ways to talk to communities is referred to as “talleres de imaginarios” 

(imagining workshops). Communities are invited to dream about a project proposal and 

relate it to concrete problems. Work was done with detailed plans of potential areas of 

intervention, and real solutions to everyday problems were identified through a collabo-

rative process between participants and the technical teams.

Agreements and negotiations should take place directly between people, not between in-

stitutions. For each zone in action, a visible face, usually a public servant who is in charge, 

should be appointed as a recognizable leader and head of a high-quality team that rep-

resents an institution with clear goals and objectives. He or she should have the capacity 

to lead agreements and inter-institutional processes, and to generate trust among com-

munity leaders. Building trust and confidence is the key to achieving the goals set, and 

this may only be accomplished if the participants can agree upon a clear, straightforward 

agenda. Milestones may then be established to show the community that things are in-

deed happening and that changes are taking place.

The creation of an in-between space is what guarantees the success of the operation. 

Bottom-up initiatives and top-down policies need to meet on common ground.

Medellín Redraws its Neighborhoods: Social Urbanism, 2004–11
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The recent experience of Social Urbanism in Medellín provides for many lessons, the 

main one being that in order to transform a reality, you need to change the common nar-

rative in a manner that responds to a collective belief that is shared between all  those 

involved. Another is that when the leaders of a city come up with a focused idea , they 

should develop it with conviction and creativity. In Medellín’s case, the tipping point was 

the gelling of an ethical and moral position as an answer to the city ’s endemic problems 

of exclusion and violence.

But it  is clear that effective processes of transformation and inclusion are stil l  very fragile 

and will  always be under threat for two reasons. One is political discontinuity and un-

certainty. The second arises from the lack of distance that allows us to more thoroughly 

understand what has been accomplished in the complex and dynamic context of our city. 

But these threats are the subjects of another paper.

ALEJANDRO ECHEVERRI

Fig. 8: This viewpoint park in Comuna Nororiental’s Santo Domingo neighborhood is one 

of a number of public space “balconies” in the area that overlook the city.
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